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Energy wellness water™
FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

Why do I Need to use spring water?
Spring Water, conductivity, and salt
Spring water contains the ability for conductivity which is the reason for the
strong recommendation. If you are using a distilled-type base water, another way 
to add conductivity is by adding a salt that contains minerals such as Real Salt 
Brand Salt, raw Celtic Salt, or raw Sea Salt. Recommendation is to add a tiny 
amount to the gallon of mixed water… not enough to alter the taste.
What about?
 Reverse Osmosis – yes – compatible with EWW concentrate; recommended to 

add minerals to RO water
 Ionized Water – yes as long as the pH balance is at 7.5
 Kangen Water™ – yes keep at about pH of 9.  The pH slowly dissipates so you 

might use as base water daily instead of a gallon at a time.
 Filter on tap – yes if filter is very effective  
 Tap water – no, pipes alter the water and it deteriorates EWW
 Distilled Water – no, incompatible with EWW concentrate; if you must use add 

raw sea salt to provide electrical conductivity; use only slight amount not 
enough to alter taste

 eWater – no, incompatible with EWW concentrate  
 Structured Water – no, incompatible with EWW concentrate
 Well water – it depends

Can I use a plastic container?
To quote the Physicist that developed EWW “I am a purist” hence he uses glass.  
However the energy of the water will positively affect plastic so you can feel 
comfortable using plastic (except for the typical milk jug plastic).  I personally use 
spring water in plastic when travelling and put the EWW concentrate in the plastic 
bottle using the dropper amounts recommended.  

WHY Is EWW in a plastic container?
Because the Physicist that developed EWW wants to make EWW available to 
everyday average folks, he created a product that is delivered in food-grade 
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plastic so that the costs can be minimized therefore making EWW available to 
most people instead of only those that are in a position to afford a more 
expensive product due to more expensive containers and higher shipping 
expenses for heavier weights.

Can I give EWW to my pets?
Yes.  Do not use the stainless steel feeding bowls as this will deteriorate the mixed 
water.  Animals usually sense how much they need.

What if I sense that I need more than recommend?
We have many that sense they need more mixed water.  You should feel free to 
follow your instincts.  Your cells will not over-hydrate.

I HATE the taste of water!!
You are not alone! These are the recommendations:

 Lemon, organic – slight squeeze  
 Lime, organic – slight squeeze  
 Spearmint leaves  
 Teensy amount of Stevia  
 Teensy amount of fruit juice
 Please remember that the mixed water enters the cells (cell delivery) so 

you do not want to take any sugar or other sweetener made from 
chemicals that are known to encourage a lack of wellness.

What if I don’t like drinking liquids upon retiring for the day 
because I don’t want to use the facilities at night?
That is fine.  As long as you get a minimum of 24 ounces throughout the day on an 
empty stomach with no additional consumption for 30 minutes after, you will 
make progress.  

How else can I use the mixed water?
 Spritz on face to reduce appearance of wrinkles
 Spritz on skin after a shower
 Heating for tea, coffee, or other hot beverages
 Making ice cubes
 Soak your feet
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 Spritz on skin for burns, bites, etc.  Spritz till pain resolves
 Spritz on skin for bruises, scrapes, scratches, bumps, itches, moles and age 

spots on back of hands
 Spritz in ears, eyes, or throat
 Eyes, some use eye cups and soak each eye for up to 20 minutes
 Add to other products to get more use out of them or cell delivery
 Some clients have spritz on hemorrhoids
 Some have applied to skin issues their dogs have 
 Some pour the last drop into their house plants


